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Introduction
The YWLS is staffed by volunteer advisors – in their
final or penultimate year of law – under the guidance
and supervision of trained Industrial Officers.
The YWLS deals with a range of employment law
issues, including:
• Unfair dismissal.

Introduction

The Young
Workers’ Legal
Service (YWLS)
provides workers
under the age
of 30 with free,
confidential advice
about workrelated matters.

• Underpayment of wages.
• Equal opportunity and discrimination.
• Bullying and harassment.
• Apprenticeships and traineeships.
• Workplace dispute resolution.
• Sexual harassment.

The YWLS provides young workers with:

• Legal advice.
• Assistance developing strategies to deal with the
greviance or dispute at work.
• Assistance lodging applications with relevant
legal bodies.
• Information on legal rights and responsibilities.
• Information on wages, entitlements and conditions
pursuant to an Award, Workplace Agreement or
the minimum standard.
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SA Unions Secretary Report By Janet Giles
Young workers are amongst the most vulnerable in
the community because they are less likely to have
information about their rights and often have not yet
had the chance to join their union.

The Young Workers Legal Service
continues to thrive as one of the most
effective services for young workers in
our state. This is due to the incredible
work of the volunteers, the staff and the
management committee of the Service
as well as its strong connection with the
union movement.

The work of the Service over the last 6 weeks has
been important to the individual workers who are
assisted with their workplace issues and has also
been fundamental in increasing the awareness of
unions, Government Departments, Industrial Tribunals
and the general community of the vulnerability of
young workers. This has led to an increase in the
focus by a number of organisations on improving
the experience of young people at work. With the
introduction of the new fairer IR laws, Fair Work
Australia, the Service has been able to assist young
workers more effectively, particularly in the important
area of unfair dismissal. The YWLS offers them a
positive union experience and encourages them to
join their union so they are better protected into
the future.
We are very proud that so many of the volunteers go
on to work in progressive organisations, labor law
firms and for unions. Their expertise is highly valued
and sought after because they have a high level of
skill and experience, but also a real commitment to
improving the lives of the vulnerable and powerless
in our community. This year they were recognised for
this at the SA Union Annual Awards night.
In the last 12 months I have been privileged to work
with Olivia Guarna as coordinator of the service
and our new coordinator Nadine Levy. Both have
continued to provide the professional leadership that
keeps the Service so well regarded. Nikki Candy
has also been an invaluable addition to the service
as a successful advocate. We continue to go from
strength to strength with no shortage of willing young
people who continue the work of ensuring young
people have justice at work. Thank you all.
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Coordinator’s Report By Nadine Levy
knowledge in order to assist and empower workers
their own age. The volunteers can be described
as nothing short of the Service’s heart-beat. Their
commitment to the fight against injustice and their
unstoppable desire to help those in need has enabled
the YWLS to go from strength to strength. It is why
six years in and the Service continues to offer support
and assistance to one of the most vulnerable sections
of our community.
The volunteers at the YWLS work hard to encourage
young workers to look beyond their legal issue at
hand and to think broadly about ways they can
protect themselves and their workmates in an
ongoing and proactive way. We believe that educating
young workers on their rights and responsibilities
can help them become confident, assertive and
collective-minded workplace participants.

In March 2009 it was my great
privilege to take over as Coordinator
of the Young Workers’ Legal Service.
Olivia Guarna, dear friend and Coordinator
of three and a half years decided the
time had come to move on. She ran and
developed the Service with creativity,
intelligence, compassion and insight.
I was lucky enough to work with her for
two years prior to her departure and
am deeply grateful for all she taught me
during that time.
Today the YWLS is a reputable and highly sought
after legal service. As a Service for young people, run
by young people, its ongoing success is not possible
without the hundreds of volunteers who have (and
continue to) offer their time, energy, passion and
dedication to its operation. Propelled by a vision of
just and meaningful work for all young workers in our
community, over the years those at the YWLS have
assisted, represented and educated thousands of
workers under the age of 30. The Service has acted
as a public voice for young workers, continually
advocating and campaigning for ways to improve the
quality of work for young people.
Core to the Service’s vision are the ideas of
empowerment and workplace activism. The Service’s
Volunteer Program offers young law students the
opportunity to build and develop their legal skills and
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This Report outlines the activities and successes of
the 08/09 financial year. It provides statistical data
and anecdotes, and offers some discussion about
the ways we have sought to achieve our strategic
objectives. This year has brought an increase in
phone and email enquiries. It has also brought
an overwhelming number of volunteer applicants.
Indeed, we are growing.
I offer my heart-felt thanks to SA Unions, the YWLS
Management Committee and of course our brilliant
volunteers, past and present.

“	

As advocates for
social change,
the YWLS seeks to
advance the interests
of young workers in
our community.

”

Public Voice for Young Workers
Armed with first-hand knowledge of the issues
young people are likely to face when entering and
participating in the workforce, the YWLS endeavors
to influence social policy. By attending and speaking
at various public events, we seek to share the stories
of young workers and build upon the connections
we have with government and non-government
agencies. We provide such agencies with information
about the types of issues we deal with on a dayto-day basis, and in doing so offer a grounded
perspective, one based on young people’s lived
experiences rather than on theory.
In October 2008 we met with federal Minister
Kate Ellis MP to discuss issues relating to youth
employment. A number of YWLS volunteers and
the then Coordinator of the Service spoke with the
Minister about ways the YWLS could play a greater
role in federal youth policy. In May 2009 the YWLS
was invited by Minister Ellis to present at the Adelaide
Youth Electorate Forum. Here, we spoke to school
students from all over South Australia about what
the YWLS does and how they can protect their
rights at work.

Also in May 2009 we had the privilege of being
asked to be the keynote speaker of the launch
of SafeWork SA’s (SWSA) Youth@Work website.
Launched at the Mercury Cinema by Minister Paul
Caica MP and Executive Director Michelle Paterson,
the day attracted young workers, unions, peak
bodies, government agencies and various community
organisations. We spoke of the ways young workers
are bullied, harassed, underpaid, unfairly dismissed
and subject to discrimination. We also explained
that many of the young workers we hear from are
confused about how to find accurate information on
their pay and conditions. We welcomed the possibility
of working in partnership with SWSA in order to
provide easy, accessible and centralised information
to young people. The day was a great success. It
provided volunteers with the opportunity to meet
others working in the industrial sphere and also
resulted in a radio interview with the ABC.
In August 2009 Angas Story, Industrial Manager of
SA Unions and the Coordinator of the Service met
with South Australia’s Volunteer and Youth Minister
Tom Koutsantonis MP to discuss the current work
and future projects of the YWLS. We spoke of the
ways we can tap into the great resources provided by
Volunteers SA (VSA). We look forward to participating
in VSA’s wonderful training program in the near future.
On 15 April 2009, the volunteers and staff of the
YWLS attended a workshop as part of the National
Human Rights Consultation. It was a great way
to connect our work to the bigger picture and to
develop an understanding of how human rights law
can affect working lives. The process was overseen
by Father Frank Brennan and a report based on the
consultations was presented to the Attorney-General,
the Hon Robert McClelland MP, on the 30 September
2009. The report sets out an approach to improving
human rights protection in Australia. In particular, it
recommends an act of parliament that would list the
major human rights based on Australia’s ratification of
the key UN rights conventions and declarations.
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In July 2009 the YWLS attended Adelaide City
Council Youth Forum. The Forum was held to give
young people and youth organisations an opportunity
to be consulted on the development of a number
of Adelaide City Council’s upcoming projects.
The purpose of the forum was to explore how to
encourage, support and facilitate young people to
live, learn, earn and play in Adelaide. The YWLS
was asked to discuss young people and how to
improve their potential to “earn” in Adelaide. The
focus of these discussions was on young people
as employers and how to assist them with starting
businesses. The YWLS encouraged discussion about
the ways young people opening businesses can be
trained on workplace laws so as to understand their
obligations as employers.
Throughout the 08/09 year, the YWLS maintained
close relationships with the Working Women’s
Centre (WWC) and the Youth Affairs Council of
SA. As a Member of YACSA’s Policy Council, the
YWLS contributed to discussion about a broad
range of policy issues affecting youth in SA. While
offering a unique perspective on matters relating to
youth employment, we were also able to develop a
better understanding of how different policy areas
intersect in a young person’s life. We believe such an
understanding is essential when dealing with young
workers; our clients’ difficulties often have multiple
layers and are connected to broader social issues.
Again, the WWC kindly provided the YWLS staff
with ongoing training and advice, and the YWLS
continued to have the privilege of being part of the
WWC’s Management Committee.

Submissions

Over the years, the
YWLS has sought to
place the issues of
young workers high
on the public agenda.
Our experience tells us that one of the most effective
and powerful ways to do this is by sharing real worker
stories. We have provided anonymous case studies
at public talks, to organisations and in response to
government inquiries.
Over the 08/09 year the YWLS has responded to
a number of public inquiries, namely the state and
federal inquiries into the quality of life for international
students and the SA Office for Youth’s consultation
on a new youth policy framework. We also provided
the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) with
assistance in compiling a submission to the federal
government on independent contractors.
In July 2009 the Senate Education, Employment
and Workplace Relations Committee requested
submissions on ‘the roles and responsibilities of
education providers, migration and education
agents, state and federal governments, and relevant
departments and embassies, in ensuring the quality
and adequacy in information, advice, service delivery
and support’ with respect to international students.
The Terms of Reference included, amongst other
things, social inclusion; adequate international
student supports and advocacy; and employment
rights and protections from exploitation. In September
2009 a state Task Force was convened, similarly,
to receive submissions on the welfare of
international students in SA. The YWLS responded
to both inquiries.
We advise many international students on a range
of employment-related issues; most of these
students have been referred to us by the Universities’
international student services or by the Legal Services
Commission. Our submissions outlined our concerns
about how mistreatment in the workplace can
jeopardise international students’ quality of living.
We discussed the occupational health and safety
risks international students face at work;
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the prevalence of underpayments amongst
international students engaged in paid work; the
lack of accessible information about where to go for
help when experiencing difficulties in the workplace;
and the quality of vocational training received by
international students.
In June 2009 the SA Office for Youth called on
organisations and government agencies to provide
comment on the development of a new youth policy
framework for South Australia that aimed to provide
integrated and unified strategies and responses to
youth issues. The YWLS, in conjunction with the
U-Who network, proposed the following
key strategies:
• Consultation with all youth agencies, organisations
and unions.
• Grass-roots consultations.

Education
Educating young workers on their rights continued
to be an important part of our work over the 08/09
period. One of the most exciting developments of the
past year was the launch of our new website
www.ywls.org.au in July 2009. The YWLS’ branding
was redesigned and an easy, accessible and updated
website was developed. The timing could not have
been better: with new industrial relations laws as
of 1 July 2009, we took the opportunity to create
new fact sheets and revise our website information.
YWLS volunteers helped with the long process
of researching and interpreting the laws and then
summarising them in easy and clear language. We
also developed a large banner and a new flyer, which
was distributed to schools and at the various events
we attended throughout the year.

• Actively seeking out diverse viewpoints.
• Mechanisms for ongoing feedback.
• The facilitation of ongoing connections in the
youth sector to avoid overlap or duplication.
• Ongoing education of organisations and agencies.
We cautioned that the implementation and
sustainability of youth-targeted programs could be
inhibited by the following factors:
• Funding issues faced by youth organisations.
• Insufficient incentives for young people to remain
active in the community sector.
• Inadequate support and recognition mechanisms
for young community leaders.
• Age discrimination.
• Overwork amongst those working in the
youth sector.
In September 2009 the YWLS was invited to the
YouthConnect Stakeholder Forum in which we
expressed the need to prioritise meaningful and
dignified work for young people as a key government
objective. The Framework is in the process of being
reworked and should be finalized by early 2010.

During the 08/09 period the YWLS ran information
stalls at a number of events throughout Adelaide,
including the Royal Adelaide Show, the Careers Expo,
O-Week and the Workplace Rights Week Breakfast
Launch. These stalls were run by volunteers willing
to offer significant amounts of time outside of their
regular commitment to the YWLS. Many young
people approached the stalls for some information
about a workplace issue or just for a “chat”. Some
were confident enough to tell us of their current work
situation and ask for an appointment with someone
at the YWLS.
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The YWLS also featured on various community
radio shows, including Fresh FM, Coast FM and
Radio Adelaide. Each show gave us a spot to
discuss a certain issue, such as bullying,
termination of employment or discrimination and
then take caller questions.
Over the last year the YWLS has been a part of
the New Workers’ Roundtable, an initiative of
the Equal Opportunities Commission [EOC]. The
Roundtable is comprised of the YWLS, the EOC,
the Fair Work Ombudsman, the Training Advocate,
the Department of Employment, Further Education,
Science and Technology (DFEEST), Safework SA
and the Employee Ombudsman. The group’s first
project targeted working high school students.
Together, members of the Roundtable developed
Teaching Materials, including case studies, question
and answer activities and worksheets. We then went
out and spoke to year 10 and 11 students in various
private and public schools throughout Adelaide and
regional areas. Three volunteers, Andrew Cromb,
Susan Mi and Elizabeth Woods, kindly volunteered
their time to do these school talks, which covered
general rights; equal opportunities law; and where
(and when) to go for help when facing problems at
work. The Roundtable also developed wallet-size
cards listing places to call (including the YWLS) when
facing a work issue. These cards were distributed to
schools and youth organisations.
Later in 2009 a number of volunteers became
involved in the Fair Work Information and Education
Program (FWEIP), a Federal Government Program
designed to educate workers in our community about
the new workplace relations laws. As part of FWEIP,
the volunteers delivered training sessions to schools,
community organisations and youth workers. We
anticipate these sessions will continue into 2010.

Advice and Advocacy
As detailed in the Statistics and Data section,
the YWLS assisted close to 700 young workers
over the 08/09 period. The YWLS had a full schedule
of court appearances throughout the year. In March
2009 Nikki Candy, former volunteer, came on board
as the YWLS’ new Industrial Advocate. Nikki did a
remarkable job of juggling a huge case-load at the
same time as responding to enquiries with warmth,
intelligence and well-thought-out advice. She also
assisted with training and supporting our
new volunteers.
During the 08/09 year we represented
clients in the Australian and South Australian
Industrial Relations Commissions, the Equal
Opportunities Commission and the Australian
Human Rights Commission.

For the most part, we
were operated under
Workchoices laws,
eagerly awaiting the
1st of July 2009, the
start date of Prime
Minister Rudd’s most
significant workplace
relations laws.
One significant change to the industrial landscape
over the last year related to the new process of
handling disputes and grievances in the training
sector. In September 2008 the Industrial Relations
Commission of SA (IRCSA) was vested with the
power to conciliate and arbitrate the disputes of
trainees/apprentices and their employers.
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In the past this had been handled by the Grievance
Dispute Mediation Committee (GDMC) and would
involve the GDMC investigating a dispute and then
convening a hearing. The IRCSA’s new process is
different in a number of important ways. First, instead
of an investigation, the first step is a conciliation
conference to take place within 7 days of an
application being made. In general, this conference
is held in a Commissioner’s Chambers and is less
formal than a Hearing. Like the GDMC process,
there are certain rules with respect to representation
of applicants. Unless an applicant can show that
they will be at a disadvantage, they are required to
make their own submissions both at the hearing and
conciliation stages. As discussed later in the Report,
while this presented some challenges for the YWLS,
it also led us to think more creatively about ways to
assist clients going through this process.
A workplace trend that has caused us continuing
concern this year is bullying. Over the last year we
have observed that bullying is on the rise. Most
young workers who seek our assistance on one
issue, whether it be an underpayment or unlawful
termination, are also experiencing workplace bullying.
Sometimes bullying is connected to a worker’s
enquiry about their rights or entitlements; and other
times it is connected to an employer’s general
disregard for their obligations and responsibilities.
As documented in previous annual reports, bullying
can have a devastating effect on a young person’s
life. It often leads to mental health issues, like
depression, anxiety and addictive behaviors. Many
young workers have described feelings of dread and
fear in having to face their workplace each day. As
one of their first experiences of the working world,
such experiences can have an ongoing impact on
their health and future working lives.
Most young people subject to bullying treatment
describe systemic and cultural problems in the
workplace. Constrained by the law, we are for the
most part unable to assist these workers make any

real and ongoing changes to their workplaces. There
is no way to ensure that employers or workers guilty
of such mistreatment are educated about how to
maintain a healthy and safe working environment;
nor is there any way of obtaining individual redress
for bullying behavior. As a result, many of our clients
feel like their employers are not held responsible for
their behavior and as a result will continue to mistreat
those in the workplace.

Staff and Volunteers
Janet Giles, Angas Story and Steve Lewis have all
offered the YWLS much support and energy over
the last year. Steve has continued to assist us with
everything and anything. His ability to help us work
through the sticky issues has been invaluable and has
enabled us to give our clients advice of a very high
standard. As the Industrial Services Manager, Angas
has played a wonderful role in connecting the YWLS
to SA Unions’ Executive, and raising the Service’s
profile. He has also provided us with ongoing
guidance and mentorship; being able to throw ideas
around with Angas has helped me grow and learn at
a very fast pace.
I offer my deepest thanks to Janet, who has
unwaveringly continued to support and stand-by
the Service. Her commitment to assisting working
people has been a constant source of inspiration to
all of those around her. Janet’s faith in young people’s
ability to make a change in this world has been one of
the main reasons for the Service’s success.
To the volunteers, I offer my gratitude and respect.
Their ability to come to the YWLS each Tuesday,
bright, sparkling and ready to help, has inspired me
and given me the energy to keep fighting the fight.
You are all very special and unique individuals, with
huge hearts. And again thank you to Nikki, who
has been there all year to support me: her humour,
positivity and hard-work has made my time this
year enjoyable and rewarding.
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VET Report By Steve Lewis
Training and Skills Commission
In an interim report prepared in June 2009 the
Training and Skills Commission (TaSC) identified three
key strategies to increase training and create new
employment opportunities. These are:
• Substantially increasing the proportion of South
Australians with higher level qualifications.
• Broadening and deepening our skills base.
• Significantly improving employment participation.

2008/2009 proved to be a year of
significant developments in the area
of Vocational Education and Training.
The Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) continued to focus on the issue
of skills and workforce development. The
economic downturn in South Australia
had an impact on employment levels,
and by extension on apprentices and
trainees. And as outlined, the number
of workers currently employed under a
training contract has reduced slightly.
However there is also evidence to suggest
that many employers are looking to retain
these workers.
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The report also looks at the challenges presented
by government targets for education, training
and employment participation. It provides an
update of the workforce modelling done for the
Economic Development Board’s 2008 Review of
Skills and Workforce Development, and identifies
six policy issues that the Commission will focus on
as it develops the November version of the Plan.
Details are at www.tasc.sa.gov.au/Publications/
SkillsforJobsPlan/tabid/119/Default.aspx
The November Plan will focus on the priorities for
publicly funded skills and workforce development.
SA Unions convened a meeting with affiliated unions
and those with an interest in this area. On 31 August
25 people attended to discuss issues with Raymond
Garrand (CEO DFEEST), Gael Fraser (Director TaSC),
Ian Curry (AMWU) and Jennifer Duncan (Youth Affairs
Council SA). The outcomes of this meeting will
contribute to the Plan.

Training and Skills Development Act 2008
The new Act has now been in place for 12 months.
One key change involved having disputes pertaining
to training contracts heard by the SA Industrial
Relations Commission. All indications are that all but
a handful of cases have been dealt with through a
conciliation conference which is convened within
2 weeks of lodgement of a dispute. In the cases
where the worker has sought assistance from the
Young Workers Legal Service satisfactory monetary
settlements have been reached. A small number
of cases have gone on to the next stage and have
involved a formal panel to hear the matter.

Another key change was to formally recognise
Industry Skills Boards and for the new Act to have a
focus on workforce development. This has enabled
SA to fit in with developments nationally where the
policy is to use a workforce development strategy.
“A workforce development approach is characterised
by policies and practices which support people
to participate effectively in the workforce and to
develop and apply skills in a workplace context,
where learning translates into positive outcomes for
enterprises, the wider community and for individuals
throughout their working lives.”
See www.skillsaustralia.gov.au/
NR/rdonlyres/E1356A4F-6D7748D0-A981-EDBF3EF5DFD0/26517/
WorkforceFuturesOverview1.pdf

Recent initiatives in
vocational education
and training
1. Manufacturing Industry Skills Council
Advisory Council (MISAC) – Skills4Jobs
and MySkills
The ‘Skills4Jobs’ and ‘MySkills’ sites combine to
create an innovative skills-based job matching
system that ‘will make a difference’, according to
MISAC Chair Ian Curry. In welcoming the guests
at the launch on 27 July this year, Ian stressed the
importance of manufacturing employers ensuring
they have the appropriate skills in their organisation to
be ready for an upturn in the economy.
The websites were developed by MISAC and
Manufacturing Skills Australia (MSA), with funding
support from the South Australian Government
through the SA Works Workforce Development Fund.
The ‘Skills4Jobs’ website allows employers to register
a job vacancy with specific skill requirements – and
then be supplied with a list of available candidates
suited to the job.

match to job vacancies registered on the Skills4Jobs
website. The site is also a useful career pathway tool
– guiding users through the skills most in demand
across the manufacturing industry and highlighting
qualifications ‘within reach’ which could be useful in
the future.
Key features of the sites include:
• A fully flexible database that allows easy
expansion.
• An advanced interface that enables full editing
functions for job specifications, tasks and related
competencies using a ‘drag and drop’ facility.
• Allowing individuals to develop their own ‘skills
passport’ of competencies.
• A unit of competency management.
• Management of privacy of data issues and secure
log-ins.

2. The 10 Percent Plan
The SA Government is working with the
Commonwealth to employ apprentices and trainees
to build some 2000 new homes and up to 520
school buildings under various economic stimulus
initiatives. Contractors and subcontractors tendering
for SA infrastructure contracts are required to show
that a minimum of 10 per cent of the project’s labour
hours will be undertaken by trainees and apprentices,
Indigenous people and people with barriers to
employment. The Department of Further Education,
Employment, Science and Technology (DFEEST) is
working with the Construction Industry Training Board
and Group Training Australia (SA) to develop systems
that will help employers to meet these commitments.
The Construction Industry Training Board’s Ten
Percent Plan website has a reporting tool that will
assist contractors and subcontractors to meet
their commitments. For further information, visit
www.tenpercent.sa.gov.au.

www.myskills.net.au is designed to help jobseekers
to keep track of their skills and also can generate
resumés by tracking their work history, skills attained
and contacts. Skills are recorded according to units
of competencies (UOCs) – which facilitates an easy
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3. Job Ready Register

VET in the SA Certificate of Education (SACE)

Group Training Australia (SA)’s new online Job Ready
Register incorporates an Out of Trade Register
which provides employers with details of ready
to work retrenched apprentices who are seeking
to recommence their apprenticeship with a new
employer. This initiative also links participants in
South Australia Works programmes that are related
to the building and construction industry with
prospective employers. For further information,
visit www.gtasa.com.au

The SACE Board is continuing to consult with
various organisations about how to provide better
arrangements for students to undertake vocational
education while studying at secondary school and to
receive recognition for this in achieving SACE.

4. Skills for sustainability
Industry Skills Councils have been working on
updating training packages and qualifications to
ensure a focus on environmental sustainability.
In a major report, ISC’s state:
Environmental sustainability requires the design and
provision of products and services that incorporate
and promote waste minimisation and the efficient and
effective use and reuse of resources The overall goal
of achieving environmental sustainability incorporates
a wide range of practices. These include personal
responsibility, analysis skills, for example product
lifecycle analysis, transparency, including compliance
auditing and reporting, conservation, and waste
management. It requires a climate of innovation,
collaboration and leadership. Ultimately, it must
support the deployment of technologies and work
practices and build Australia’s workforce capacity to
achieve environmentally sustainable outcomes.
The report is available at
www.pagegangster.com/p/Al04O/
On 23 October 2009, the federal Minister for
Education, Julia Gillard announced that a National
Green Skills Agreement between the Commonwealth
and States and Territories has proposed to update
training packages, set national standards for ‘green
skills’ teaching and assist trainers to include green
skills in their courses. The Agreement will be taken
to the Ministerial Council on Training, Education
and Employment in November, and to COAG in
December 2009.
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SA Unions considers that this initiative has the
potential to allow for greater options to students in
determining their future work and learning, provided
the following requirements are met:
• The initiative provide a structured exposure to
industry and a pathway for school students into
employment and further education and training,
using school based traineeships/apprenticeships,
Industry Pathway Programmes or other industry
endorsed arrangements.
• It provides relevant skills and knowledge to
prepare young people for work recognising that
these are not necessarily generic and do vary
across different industries.
• It helps develop industry specific technical skills
and knowledge, which meets current industry
standards.
A VET Partnership Group comprising representatives
from a range of relevant organisations has been
established to facilitate discussions about this
initiative. Information is available at
www.ssabsa.sa.edu.au/sace-bulletin/
voc_edu_train.htm

Number of South Australians in formal
VET training
Statistics from NCVER for the March quarter 2009
show the number of people in formal VET training on
a seasonally adjusted basis for the four years from
2005 to 2009.

There has been a slight decrease in the number
of people in training and the completion rate has
increased significantly. While the cancellation rate
has substantially reduced it is still a cause for
concern, and warrants further examination to develop
mechanisms to improve the training experience for
workers and employers.

These statistics are collected at a point in time so
a comparison of 2005 and 2009 has been used
to get a better picture of the underlying trends.

Category

March 2009

March 2005

% Change

In training

32,500

33,300

-2.4%

Commenced

21,500

21,600

-0.5%

Completions

11,100

9,100

+22.0%

Cancellations

7,300

8,500

-14.1%

	
There has been
“

a slight decrease
in the number of
people in training
and the completion
rate has increased
significantly.

”
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Industrial Coordinator’s Report By Angas Story
Identified breaches mainly related to wages (60%)
followed by weekend penalty a rates (18%). The
majority of breaches were found in the retail trade
(46%) and accommodation, and food services (41%)
industry sectors.
The Senate ultimately passed the Fair Work Act 2009
that improved employment conditions and restored
rights such as protection against unfair dismissal.

Child Employment Law
The YWLS has been pursuing a State Award
to protect young people from exploitation in
employment. The Government has now proposed
legislation for South Australia and has produced a
draft Bill that is being considered

The Young Workers Legal Service has had
a very active year arguing for changes
to Federal and State employment law to
achieve improvements for young people.
Two efforts stand out:
WorkChoices Gone,
Fair Work Act Introduced
The YWLS was keen to see an end to the previous
government’s WorkChoices laws. These laws
impacted heavily on young workers by reducing
the protections which compensated in part for their
relative disadvantage, such as the award safety net,
remedies for unfair dismissal, collective bargaining
and access to unions.
Appearing before the Senate Inquiry into the Fair
Work Bill the YWLS Coordinator presented a range
of case studies demonstrating the disadvantage and
exploitation of young workers under WorkChoices.
The YWLS provided the Senate with details of
a national audit which had been conducted in
industries that traditionally employ young people.
Wage records, pay slips and holiday entitlement of
employees were examined. The audit found 59% of
employers were doing the right thing but an alarming
and 41% were found to be breaching one or more
employment entitlements.
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The Bill places a strong emphasis on the creation
of codes of practice, which will ensure unions and
the YWLS are involved in the development of laws
specific to particular industries.
The Bill covers application of the laws to children
working under a contract of service in a business
carried on for profit whether or not the child receives
payment or other reward.
Employers will need to comply with approved
codes of practice or risk prosecution. (Similar to the
Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Act 1986).
Enforcement will be carried out by through Inspectors
under the Fair Work Act 1994 (SA) with functions and
powers consistent with that Act.
If parliament now goes ahead and adopts
enforceable child labour legislation it will be largely
due to the great efforts of the YWLS and volunteers
over the past 5 years.

YWLS Management Committee Report
By Patrick North and Emma Thornton
The Management Committee is again
proud of the work of the YWLS and its
committed staff and volunteers in the
year to date.
In the face of staffing changes and no new sources
of funding, the YWLS has remained an effective
advocate for young workers who have been unfairly
dismissed, underpaid, discriminated against or
exploited in a traineeship or apprenticeship scheme.
The Management Committed is also pleased that
YWLS continues to connect young workers to the
labour movement by joining up the workers whom
the YWLS represents, promoting the benefits of union
membership to the many young workers who seek
advice and educating volunteer law students in the
values and work of the movement.

for the Management Committee next year.
The Management Committee also looks forward
to the implementation of a mentoring programme
for YWLS volunteers, campaigning for the rights
of young workers and the development of policies
covering the practice of the YWLS, a mark of
YWLS’s growing professionalism.
We thank the committed group of supporters who
have served on the Management Committee. In
particular the Management Committee extends it
best wishes to Patrick North, Olivia Guarna, Jess
Greatwitch and Christian Dargatz who have left
the Management Committee in the past year
and welcomes Graham Wilcox, Joe Szakacs,
Nadine Levy and Anne Purdy.

A substantial need for the YWLS remains as young
people remain a disadvantaged segment of the
labour market. Young workers are less likely to know
their rights and more likely to be treated unfairly or
discriminated against than other workers. In order to
expand and meet this need in the future the YWLS
will require greater resources. Identifying and pursuing
alternative funding sources looms as a challenge
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Volunteers of the YWLS By Nadine Levy
During the 2008/09 year the YWLS
received an unprecedented number of
volunteer applications. Law students
from Flinders University, the University
of Adelaide and the University of South
Australia expressed enormous interest in
our Volunteer Program.
By July 2009 we had a total of 14 volunteer advisors
– more than we have ever had before. Logistically,
this posed some challenges: we had to learn how
to work together within a small space, with a limited
number of resources. This became easier over time
and our work environment is now harmonious, full of
action and often beautifully chaotic.

In April 2009 a number of volunteers attended the
SA Unions Organising Conference, where they heard
presentations from Karen Grogan, the then Director of
South Australia Council of Social Services (SACOSS)
and Peter Hampton, Director of Policy and Strategy
of Safe Work SA. Karen Grogan explored ways
unions can contribute to the economic development
of South Australia, while at the same time engaging
in green initiatives. Peter Hampton spoke of how the
new workplace laws will facilitate collective workplace
bargaining. The Conference was a great way for
volunteers to learn about the current and future
activities and build relationships with the broader
union movement.
Throughout the year the volunteers attended rallies,
public talks and other union events.

Our volunteers are selected for their legal knowledge,
as well as their commitment to the plight of young
workers and social justice. Over the last few months
I have had the privilege of working with a fabulous
group of volunteers, all of whom are remarkably
socially-aware and driven. Workers who access
the Service constantly comment on the volunteers’
ability to listen deeply and provide thoughtful advice
and ongoing support. The job of volunteer-advisor
extends to more than just legal advice: it requires
educating young workers on ways to remain
empowered and protected into their future working
lives. Our volunteers provide workers with information
about the benefits of joining the union, becoming
active in the workplace and exploring the ways
acting collectively can secure better outcomes for
working people.
Most of our volunteers are juggling part-time work,
full-time university, volunteer work and their role
as a YWLS Volunteer Advisor. What a load! Their
commitment to the YWLS is remarkable: they attend
the Service every Tuesday and regularly attend other
YWLS meetings and activities. Two of our volunteers
are members of the SA Unions Youth Standing
Committee, and are actively involved in developing
SA Unions’ strategic direction on employment issues
facing young people. Three volunteers have been
working with the Equal Opportunities Roundtable
to deliver school talks and raise awareness at
youth events on rights at work and equal
opportunities laws.
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In July 2009 six new volunteers undertook an
intense two day training program, providing them
with a comprehensive overview of labour law in
Australia. In particular, the program explored the
impact of the new federal industrial relations laws,
the anticipated changes to the state equal
opportunities law, and the new dispute process
for apprentices and trainees. As well as training on
the substantive aspects of the law, volunteers also
learnt how to conduct interviews, take carriage of
client files, make legal applications, draft letters and
statements and how to respond to enquiries.

In addition to in-house training the volunteers also
received training from the following individuals and
organizations during the 08/09 year:
• Marie Boland and Francesca Ho from Safework
SA presented a training session on the new
Commonwealth Fair Work Act 2009.
• Sara Longbottom from Traineeship and
Apprenticeship Services (TAS) presented a training
session on TAS’ main functions and the new
Training and Skills Development Act 2008.
• Linda Matthews, the South Australian Equal
Opportunities Commissioner provided training on
South Australian new equal opportunity laws.
• Erin Brooks from the Community Public Sector
Union (CPSU) provided training on the benefits of
union membership.
• Kate Coleman, Educator from the Australian
Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) provided training
on the role of unions in our society.
• Paul Brumpton, Senior Workplace Inspector from
the Workplace Ombudsman provided training on
sham contracting arrangements.
• Graham Warren, Senior Inspector from Safework
SA provided training on ways the Inspectorate can
work with the YWLS.
• Steven Dolphin and Emma Thornton from
Lieschke and Weatherill Lawyers and Industrial
Magistrate Lieschke provided training on how to
advocate in the Industrial Relations Commission
and Court.

“	

Our industrial team
would like to publicly
thank all of those who
have worked at the
Service in the past
12 months.

They include:

”

• Hannah Corbett
• Anne Purdy
• Joe Doleschal-Ridnell
• Zhaan Thompson
• Katharine Couzner
• Jessie O’Neill
• Paris Dean
• Emma Riggs
• Jeremy Brown
• Alex Solomon Bridge
• Jacqui Chau
• Andrew Cromb
• Sarah Ford
• Francesca Ho
• Christian Dargatz
• Michael Opacic
• Michael Di Matteo
• Jacqui Chau
• Kirsty Braybon
• Andrew Johnston
• Jess Greatwich
• Xavier Bell
• Nikki Candy
• Susan Mi
• Elizabeth Woods
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The Volunteer Experience

	
Volunteering at the
“

Young Workers Legal
Service has been an
amazing experience.

Yes, the service provide an opportunity to gain
experience in a range of industrial matters but more
importantly, by volunteering you develop an honest
appreciation and understanding of the treatment
of young workers in South Australia. With this in
mind, the Young Workers Legal Service provides
a much needed community legal service because
without it many young workers would be excluded
from accessing the justice system. Not only does
the service handle sensitive legal matters for South
Australian workers but it is also engaged in a range
of community incentives to assist young workers
educate themselves about how to protect their
interests at work.
As a volunteer, you are always made to feel welcome
to participate in community events, such as attending
seminars dealing with a range of legal and social
issues. However, it’s not all work and no play.
The Industrial Officers at Young Workers are always
friendly and approachable and do their best to ensure
that everyone is learning and enjoying their time in a
safe and open environment. From my experience, all
the volunteers respond well to the encouragement
we receive and are genuinely passionate about the
work we do. Also, the young workers we help always
appreciate our efforts.
In short, there are many benefits to volunteering at
the Young Workers Legal Service and the time spent
here is more than rewarding. I would recommend the
experience to everyone interested in the treatment
of young workers and to those who value the role of
community legal services within our community.”
Michael Opacic
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Being a part of the
“

team at YWLS is an
opportunity to work
with like-minded,
motivated fellow
law students.

The team environment helps you to develop your
existing skills and gives you the chance to work with
your clients to achieve an outcome for them that they
otherwise could not afford to pursue. Further, YWLS
works with its volunteers to give them a well-rounded
experience through legislative training days, crossunion days and seminars relating to issues associated
with industrial relations and your rights at work.
These days are crucial in educating the volunteers so
we can advise workers on their rights at work. The
environment and hands on approach at YWLS has
been one of the highlights of my law degree.”
Emma Riggs

Cross Union Day
Each year as part of the Volunteer Program the
YWLS volunteers are given the opportunity to spend
a day at a union. This year our volunteers spent
time at the Australian Services Union, the Australian
Manufacturing Workers Union, the Community
and Public Sector Union, the Australian Nurses
Federation, the National Union of Workers, the
Construction Forestry Mining and Energy Union,
the United Fire Fighters Association, the Australian
Services Union and the Association of Professional
Engineers, Scientists and Managers, Australia. The
volunteers went out to work meetings, helped recruit
members, spent time with organisers and industrial
officers. Following Cross Union Day, we had a series
of debriefing sessions, where the volunteers shared
stories that were strange, varied and reminders of the
struggles faced by all working people and discussed
the importance of an organised and united workforce.
We would like to thank the SA Unions Executive and
all of the unions that made this years Cross Union
Day such a success.

	
As part of the cross“

union initiative for
YWLS volunteers, I
spent a day with the
Australian Nurses
Federation in their
Torrens Road offices.

I was firstly introduced to everyone around the
office and then spent the rest of the day on the road
with one of the industrial officers, attending several
members’ meetings.
I learnt something from all of the people I spoke
with and it was great to get out and see what issues
the members had to deal with and how the ANF
helped their cause. Being able to speak to people
from different areas around the office was able to
provide me with a lot of insight into how the ANF, and
unions in general, work to benefit their members and
professions. Getting out into the field was a great
hands-on experience and it was good to hear what
the members had to say and ways that the union
could help them with their conditions.”
Michael Di Matteo

	
It was an
“

awesome day...
We got to follow the guys to work sites to talk to
people and recruit new members. Plus there was
cheese and cake. We couldn’t have asked for more
than that.”
Hannah Corbett
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VOLUNTEER’S REPORT By Anne Purdy
Participating in the management
of the YWLS
Soon after I joined the YWLS I took the opportunity to
become a Volunteer Representative to the service’s
Management Committee. The chance to participate
in the management of one of the premier legal aid
providers in Adelaide is rarely offered to a young
law undergraduate and the YWLS’s willingness
to involve me in its governance processes is
testament to the service’s progressive and dedicated
approach to advancing the role of young people
in Australian society. The chance to become a
Volunteer Representative has presented me with
the secondary benefit of meeting and becoming
acquainted with the other members of the YWLS
Management Committee who collectively possess a
vast knowledge and experience of industrial law.

When I began volunteering at the
YWLS earlier this year, I could not have
anticipated the full set of rewards I would
draw from my experience. Some of the
most exciting opportunities presented to
me as a volunteer at the YWLS have been:
Continual education and training
Volunteers of the YWLS are provided with numerous
educational opportunities, ranging from formal
training sessions to occasions for applied learning.
Since working that the YWLS I have gained practical
skills in interviewing, undertaking legal research,
and giving written and oral legal advice. I have also
been treated to educational presentations from
representatives of important industrial law agencies
on a range of contemporary employment law issues.
The skills and knowledge I have gained from these
opportunities has translated into strong fodder for job
applications, which has recently assisted me to gain
paid work in the employment law field.
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Exposure to people who are dedicated
to the progression of honorable
workplace policies
Throughout my time at the YWLS I have had the
opportunity to meet, work alongside and socialise
with many people who are dedicated to improving
Australians’ work-lives. These interactions have
honed and strengthened my own philosophies and
inspired me to reach for my ideals more diligently.

VOLUNTEER’S REPORT By Katharine Couzner
Just recently, I graduated from Law School and
have been in the grueling process of writing job
applications and attending interviews for Graduate
Positions. Not surprisingly, prospective employers
invariably asked me to give an example of when I
worked successfully in a team, and what made that
team work well. My answer every time: Working
together with the other volunteers at the Young
Workers’ Legal Service.

I have been a long standing volunteer
of the Young Workers’ Legal Service
for the past 2 1/2 years. I started in my
penultimate year of study in 2007, and
have seen many changes in the service
during that time: the biggest being the
tearful departure of a long standing
Coordinator of the Service and good friend,
Olivia Guarna, earlier this year. Luckily, we
had Nadine Levy in the wings to take over
the reins and she has been a wonderful
support and mentor to all the volunteers
over the past 9 months.

I think the reason the volunteers (both past and
present) have always worked so well together is
because we all want to be there. We all have a
passion for learning and the Service provides a safe
environment for us to debate ideas, problem solve
and develop professional legal skills. That’s not to
say that the volunteers agree with each other all the
time. In fact, I’d say more often than not there is a
hot debate between us over the merits of a claim,
the best jurisdiction in which to pursue the claim
and the applicable legal principles. However, despite
our different personalities and perspectives, it is our
overriding respect for each other, commitment to
union movement and empathy for down-trodden
workers (not to mention the lure of unlimited
chocolate, chips and soft drink) which keeps us
coming back to fight the good fight every Tuesday.
One of the biggest challenges for the volunteers
since the last annual report has been re-learning a
completely new ‘Fair Work’ federal industrial relations
system and understanding the changes to the South
Australian equal opportunity legislation. Nadine and
Nikki Candy, have both worked very hard to organise
and present training sessions for us over the last few
months and they have been invaluable education
tools. While it is still too early gauge the full impact
of these new laws, it has been welcome relief to
be able to represent young people who have been
unfairly dismissed from workplaces with less than
100 employees.
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YWLS Data and Statistics
Phone Enquiries – Figure 1
Between 1 July 2008 and 30 June 2009 the staff and
volunteers responded to 511 phone enquiries and
20 email enquiries from South Australian workers. Of
the callers, 249 were female and 262 were male. As
Figure 1a shows, a significant proportion of young
people (31.5%) contacted the YWLS because their
employment had been terminated. However, due to
the jurisdictional limitations imposed by Howard’s
Workchoices legislation, in particular the 100
employee rule, most of these callers did not have
a legal remedy available to them. We explained to
callers the reasons they could not pursue a claim
and those who wished to discuss their termination
further were offered a face-to-face interview with
our advisors. Other common reasons for contacting
the YWLS related to enquiries about wages and
entitlements and requests for general information
about rights at work. It should be noted that more
females than males rang the service about a sexual
harassment or discrimination issue.

Figure 1a: Caller Issue – Total
n=511

Total

31.5% Termination of Employment

8.8% Workplace Bullying

19.6% General Rights Information

5.9% Workplace Disputes

19.8% Wages and Entitlements

6.0% Other

8.4% Discrimination /
Sexual Harassment

Figure 1b: Caller Issue – Females

Figure 1c: Caller Issue – Males

Females

31.7% Termination of Employment

11.7% Workplace Bullying

31.3% Termination of Employment

6.0% Workplace Bullying

18.1% General Rights Information

5.2% Workplace Disputes

21.0% General Rights Information

6.5% Workplace Disputes

15.7% Wages and Entitlements

5.2% Other

23.7% Wages and Entitlements

6.9% Other

12.4% Discrimination /
Sexual Harassment
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Males

4.6% Discrimination /
Sexual Harassment

Phone Enquiries – Figure 2

Client Files

Figure 2 indicates that a significant proportion of the
08/09 callers live in the South (31.5%) and the North/
North East (28%) of South Australia. These statistics
remind us of the need for the YWLS to establish a
presence in the outer suburbs of SA.

Between 1 July 2008 and 30 June 2009 the YWLS
represented 105 clients. This involved liaising with
their current or former employers, advocating on their
behalf in tribunals and courts, and providing them
with specialized advice about their legal options and
courses of action.

Figure 2: Caller Issue – Location

Client Gender – Figure 3

Grouped by Residential Location, n=378 *

Residential
Location

In the 08/09 year the YWLS represented an almost
equal number of women and men. A young worker’s
vulnerability can often be exacerbated by his or
her gender. In the case of sexual harassment or
discrimination almost three times as many female
clients compared to males reported this as a complaint
and almost twice as many female clients compared to
males reported a workplace bullying complaint.

Client Age – Figure 4

31.5% South

13.5% Country / Outer Metro

28.0% North / North East

11.4% East

15.6% City / West
* 133 callers did not inform the YWLS of their place of residence

Similar to the 07/08 statistics, the majority of our
clients in the 08/09 year were between the ages of
18 and 26. These clients generally fell into one of
two categories: either they were working in one of
their first meaningful and full-time jobs out of school
(often an apprenticeship or traineeship), or they
were working on an irregular and casual basis while
studying. This year we saw a decline in clients under
the age of 17, demonstrating a clear need to educate
very young workers and school students about how
and when to seek assistance on industrial issues.

Figure 3: Client Gender

Figure 4: Client Age

n=105

n=105

Client
Gender

53.0% Male

Client Age

47.0% Female

40.0% 18 - 21 years

7.0% 17 years and under

37.0% 22 - 26 years
16.0% 27 - 30 years
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Client Issues – Figure 5

Employment Status – Figure 6

The reasons young workers seek assistance from
the YWLS are many and varied. As Figure 5 shows,
a large number of clients (26%) were assisted in
making an unfair dismissal claim against their former
employer. Given the jurisdictional limitations in
operation during the 08/09 period, the large number
of actionable unfair dismissal claims we pursued
was rather surprising. One possible explanation is a
shift in employer culture. We heard many anecdotal
accounts of employers dismissing employees
flippantly, without providing a valid reason or without
due process. As Figure 1 on page 22 demonstrates,
termination of employment was on the rise for young
workers the 08/09 year. As always, we assisted a
large number of our clients pursue a monetary claim
for underpaid wages or entitlements. During the
08/09 there was an increase in the number of claims
for unpaid redundancy. 32% of all clients in 08/09
sought assistance for a secondary, related
employment issue.

Interestingly, nearly half of the clients we assisted
last year were engaged by their employer on a fulltime basis. This demonstrates that for many young
people work is much more than “a bit of money on
the side”; for many, it is the main focus of their lives.
That is why it is so important to ensure young people
understand how to find and maintain rewarding and
dignified work. A large minority, 23.8%, of our clients
were casual workers, while 13.4% were a party to a
contract of training.

Figure 5: Client Issue

Figure 6: Employment Status

n=105

n=105

Employment Industry – Figure 7
As always, our statistics reflect the fact that many
young people are employed in the retail and service
industries. This year there was an increase in the
number of clients we saw from the construction and
hairdressing and beauty industries.

Employment
Status

Client Issue

28.6% Underpayment of Wages

5.7% Unlawful Termination

49.5% Full Time

6.7% Apprentice

25.7% Unfair dismissal

3.8% Sexual Harassment

23.8% Casual

3.8% Contractor

12.4% Trainee & Apprentice Issues

2.9% Advice on a Sub-Contracting
Arrangement

7.6% Part Time

1.9% Unemployed

11.4% Equal Opportunity
6.7% General Rights Information

1.9% Workplace Bullying
1.0% Workers Compensation
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6.7% Trainee

Referral Source – Figure 8

Union Membership

We receive many enquiries each day. Most of the
young workers, who contact the Service, have been
referred by an agency or organisation. As Figure 8
indicates, the Legal Services Commission and
government agencies were the YWLS’ main sources
of referral. Maintaining positive working relationships
and creating clear liaison pathways with these
agencies is an important part of our work at
the YWLS.

The YWLS encourages clients to consider joining
their trade union. We believe this is a good way for
them to protect their rights and interests at work
in an ongoing and proactive way. During the 08/09
year YWLS clients joined the Liquor Hospitality
Miscellaneous Union (LHMU), Unions Australia, the
National Union of Workers (NUW), the Australian
Services Union (ASU), the Australian Manufacturing
Workers Union (AMWU), the Construction Forestry
Mining and Energy Union (CFMEU), the Shop
Distributors Association (SDA), the Association of
Professional Engineers, Scientists and Managers,
Australia (APESMA), the Australian Nurses Federation
(ANF) and the Communications Electrical and
Plumbing Union (CEPU).

Outcomes for Clients
The outcomes received by our clients are varied and
can range from an apology to a large sum of money
in compensation or unpaid wages. As of 1 July 2009,
the YWLS had recovered $680,128.20 in unpaid
wages, entitlements and compensation for young
workers throughout SA.

Figure 7: Employment Industry

Figure 8: Referral Source

n=105

n=105

Employment
Industry

Referral
Source

15.2% Retail

3.8% Manufacturing

22.9% Legal Service Commission

10.5% Administration / Clerical

1.9% Fast Food

10.5% Building / Construction

1.9% Cleanind

11.4% Family / Friend /
Former Client

8.6% Hospitality

1.9% Education

7.6% Hairdressing / Beauty

4.8% Traineeship &
Apprenticeship Management
3.8% Website and Internet

7.6% SAIRC

3.8% Working Women’s Centre

1.9% IT

6.7% Equal Opportunities
Commission

1.9% School / University

6.7% Sales / Marketing

1.9% Engineering

5.7% Other Government Referrals

5.7% Warehousing / Storeperson

1.9% Electical / Plumbing

4.8% Employee Ombudsman

5.7% Labouring

1.9% Transport

4.8% Safework SA

3.8% Health Services / Aged Care /
Child Care

8.0% Other

1.9% Union
0.9% Media
20.0% Other
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Case Studies
and Trends
Termination of Employment
The Rudd Government’s new industrial relations
laws did not take effect until 1 July 2009. Therefore,
restrictions to unfair dismissal claims, introduced
by the Howard government’s WorkChoices laws,
continued to operate throughout the 08/09 year. This
meant that only 16.6% of the young workers who
contacted the YWLS about being unfairly dismissed
during the 08/09 year were entitled to make a claim
to an independent body for relief.
Young workers engaged by sole-traders,
partnerships, trusts, or corporations with over 100
employees were amongst the 16.6% of clients with
actionable claims. Employees of unincorporated
businesses were able to pursue an unfair dismissal
claim through the state jurisdiction, regardless of
their employers’ size; while employees of trading
corporations were only able to pursue an unfair
dismissal claim in the federal jurisdiction if the
business they worked for employed 100 or more
workers. Much like the last two years, these
jurisdictional limitations continued to present ongoing
challenges for the YWLS. In particular, we felt
constantly frustrated by our inability to assist young
workers to seek legal recourse upon being unfairly
dismissed. Whilst this of course had an impact on
our morale, we excitedly anticipated Prime Minister
Rudd’s expansion to unfair dismissal laws.
As documented in the last two Annual Reports,
WorkChoices continued to have a significant impact
on workplace culture and employer attitudes
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throughout Australia. Overall, employers appeared
to feel less accountable for their termination of
employment decisions. This was evidenced by
the fact that YWLS callers would commonly share
their stories of being sacked for an unspecified or
invalid reason, or for making a work related enquiry
or complaint. On more than one occasion, a young
worker was sacked for making an enquiry to the
Workplace Ombudsman about pay or conditions. As
well, callers commonly reported unfairness in the way
they were dismissed. For example, callers reported
that they were rarely allowed to bring a support
person or representative to a termination meeting,
invited to respond to allegations put to them by their
employer, able to believe that allegations were fully
investigated and verified, or given a real opportunity
to improve work-performance that was deemed
unsatisfactory. As one client put it, employers felt that
they could “get away with sacking someone for no
reason and on the spot, without any consequences.”

For callers who had
legal standing the
process of lodging
an unfair dismissal
claim helped them to
come to terms with
what had happened
and why.

Another noticeable trend of the 08/09 year was
an increase in “redundancies”. The economic
downturn was often cited by employers as a
reason for summary dismissal. For the most part,
“redundancies” were made without any consultation
or prior discussion with employees. YWLS callers
would often describe their shock to be told that
redundancies were “necessary” at their workplace.
The YWLS assisted young workers (who met the
jurisdictional requirements) to challenge non-genuine
redundancies through the unfair dismissal process.
That way, we could request evidence of a genuine
restructure or shortage of work and, if possible,
explore any reasonable work alternatives.

It often gave them the opportunity to be heard, to
have their experience taken seriously, and to attain
some form of resolution. This is another reason we
believe that access to an unfair dismissal process is
so important for workers.

Being dismissed without due process or cause
can seriously affect young workers’ self-esteem
and confidence. It can also impact young workers’
attitude towards future work, leading them to
feel scared or hesitant about re-entering the
workforce. These tendencies were reflected by
many YWLS callers, particularly those who did not
have legal standing to pursue a claim, and reported
feeling hopeless, anxious or depressed following
their dismissal.

Case Studies
Kelly* was working as an employee for a dog
grooming centre for two years. She took unpaid
maternity leave while she had her son, but would
occasionally work on Saturdays and fill in during the
week. She returned to her full-time position a year
after commencing leave. One day, while attending to
a dog, Kelly was bitten. She placed a muzzle on the
dog and called out to one of the business’ owners for
assistance. He refused to help and instead started
yelling at Kelly, saying she had no right to ask for
his help. Kelly, overwhelmed, explained that she
had been bitten and that she was having difficulty
calming the dog down. The owner yelled over her,
using abusive language and threatening, physical
mannerisms. Kelly began to shake and cry and felt
like she had no option but to leave the workplace.
The next day, which was Kelly’s day off, the owner
went to Kelly’s home with her final pay and asked
for the keys for the shop. Kelly asked if she was
still employed and the owner said “no”. The YWLS
represented Kelly in the SA Industrial Relations
Commission and the matter was settled
at conciliation.

* all names in case studies have been changed
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Sally,* who was 15 years old, worked casually at
a Video Store for approximately 10 months. Along
with the husband and wife partners, Sally was one of
three other casual employees. As she was still at high
school, she would work approximately three shifts a
week. Pursuant to the employer’s directions, changes
to the roster were made between the employees.
These changes were recorded in the work diary
which stayed at the store. One day Sally swapped
two shifts with a co-worker. Sally was to work Friday
night and Saturday during the day, in addition to
Monday and Tuesday the following week. While
at school, Sally received a text message from her
employer, saying that she had to work the Saturday
night shift. She explained she couldn’t as she had to
study that evening and on the Sunday. The employer
texted Sally back saying that she had no choice in
the matter. Sally wrote back again saying she
couldn’t work because she genuinely had to study.
The employer then replied: “Start looking for
another job.” The YWLS assisted Sally in making
an unfair dismissal claim through the SA Industrial
Relations Commission.
Tara* was employed as the Manager of a Fitness
Centre. She was responsible for the day to day
operations of the centre, which involved supervising
staff, liaising with suppliers, and coordinating the
centre’s ‘Grand Opening.’ She would often work 10
to 12 hours a day. A month into her employment
she began to experience workplace stress. She felt
unsupported and unable to carry out her duties as
she had received no training and did not have access
to any of the company’s computer systems, such as
internet banking and the membership database. As
well, Tara’s boss would often swear at her and blame
her for problems that she felt she had no control over.
Tara’s stress over these matters was compounded by
the fact that she and her fellow staff members were
not being paid on time and were feeling frustrated
and tense. After a panic attack, Tara went to her GP
and got a medical certificate which stated that she
was unfit for work for 3 days. She advised her boss
of this. He asked her to come in for a ‘meeting’ on
her day off sick. Following her GP’s instructions,
she refused to attend the meeting. Two days later
Tara received a letter stating that her absence
from the meeting, amongst other things, was cause
for her instant dismissal. The YWLS represented
Tara at a conciliation conference, where the matter
was resolved.
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Thomas,* a delivery driver, complained to his
supervisor about the personal hygiene of a coworker. Thomas complained because he had to sit in
a vehicle with this co-worker for extended periods of
time and felt the worker’s hygiene was bad enough to
adversely affect Thomas’ own health. His employer
refused to address his concerns in any way despite
repeated complaints. One day, Thomas was called
into a meeting and was summarily terminated for
“complaining”. Thomas had never been given a
warning. Moreover, he was not given any notice of
the meeting, nor was he given the opportunity to
bring a representative or support person. The YWLS
advocated for Thomas in a claim for unfair dismissal
in the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.
Henry* worked for his employer, an internet service
provider, for over two years. During this time, Henry
went through a difficult separation with his wife.
His wife contacted the police and made unfounded
allegations about Henry. The police subsequently
went to Henry’s workplace and seized his work
computers. At this time, Henry’s employer, who was
aware of the allegations, suspended Henry with pay.
Two weeks later, Henry attended a meeting with his
boss and the HR Manager. At this meeting Henry’s
employment was terminated. The boss claimed
that Henry was “untrustworthy”. He did not provide
Henry with specific examples, nor did he elaborate
on his reasoning. Henry felt that the real reason for
his dismissal was his employer’s unwillingness to
keep him on suspended leave with pay. Henry lodged
a claim for unfair dismissal. However, prior to the
conciliation date, Henry’s former employer advised
that they had only 98 employees. At conciliation, the
employer confirmed that they had 97 employees. The
conciliator advised Henry that unless he could prove
his employer had over 100 employees, his claim
could not succeed. Henry decided not to pursue
his claim.
Keith,* who was 29 years old, was employed as
a sales assistant at a music store. His employer
accused him of stealing a large piece of music
equipment which had gone missing from the store.
Keith’s employer had nearly no evidence of his claim.
In spite of Keith’s assurances that he did not steal
the equipment, his boss fired him anyway. Keith had
worked at the music store for two and a half years
and had always been on good terms with his boss
and co-workers. Keith handled money on a regular
basis and had never been accused of any dishonest
activity. Unfortunately, because Keith’s employer
had less than 100 workers, Keith was precluded
from making an unfair dismissal claim under the

Workchoices legislation. Keith’s dismissal happened
two days before the implementation of the new Fair
Work scheme. Under the new laws, Keith could have
challenged the termination of his employment on the
basis that it was unfair to fire him on the basis of an
unsubstantiated theft claim.

Underpayment of Wages
During the 08/09 year the YWLS received a large
number of enquiries about young workers’ wages
and entitlements. Young workers reported being
underpaid hourly rates, penalty rates, overtime,
annual leave and wages in lieu of notice. Unpaid
superannuation was also a common issue for young
workers. The introduction of WorkChoices’ Notional
Agreement Preserving a State Awards (NAPSAs)
made it very difficult for workers to access information
about their pay and conditions. They would often
contact the Service confused and frustrated.
Australia’s IR system was well and truly in a state
of flux.
A number of young workers complained of being
engaged as “independent contractors” whilst being
paid under the award rate or, in some instances, not
being paid at all. In these cases, the YWLS argued
that the young workers were not in fact running
their own business, but were part of an employer/
employee relationship. We were concerned that these
young workers did not appreciate the significant
differences between an employee and contractor
arrangement. They were largely unaware of the
fact that they were not covered by their employers’
insurance and that they were (for the most part)
personally liable for their mistakes or acts of
negligence in the workplace.
Another noteworthy pattern of the 08/09 year was
young workers being employed as “apprentices” or
“trainees” without a registered contact of training.
A number of YWLS callers were paid training wages
without entering into a training contract, moving
towards a qualification, or receiving any training. In
these instances, the YWLS was able to pursue a
monetary claim for the difference between the training
and adult (or junior) rates of pay. For some clients,
this resulted in the recovery of a large sum of money
in back-pay.

Another type of claim dealt with by the YWLS was
unpaid redundancy or severance entitlements. Some
employers, particularly small businesses, claimed
that they were incapable of paying employees’
entitlements due to financial difficulties.

Some employers
took the drastic step
of applying to the
Industrial Relations
Commission of SA to
be exempted from an
Award’s requirement
to pay redundancy or
severance pay.
Situations like this demonstrated the importance
of developing measures to preserve employee
entitlements, ahead of other creditors.

Case Studies
Jo* was employed by a large national retailer as a
full-time Retail Manager. During her four months of
employment, she received only positive feedback and
had a good relationship with her co-workers. One day
she was told to come to a meeting in ‘plain clothes.’
At the meeting she was told that she was summarily
dismissed due to a ‘customer complaint.’ Joe did not
have a chance to respond to or see the complaint.
She was not paid her annual leave or payment in lieu
of notice. Because Jo’s employer was a constitutional
corporation that employed fewer than 100
employees, the only available course of action was a
monetary claim for unpaid entitlements. The YWLS
helped Jo to successfully pursue an underpayment
claim through the Industrial Relations Court of SA.

* all names in case studies have been changed
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Elliot* was employed by a building company as an
“apprentice”. However, throughout his employment,
Elliot was never asked to sign a contract of training.
Elliot repeatedly asked his employer when he would
be signing the contract and was informed on a
number of occasions that he had to wait, because
the employer was planning to hire another apprentice
and wanted them both to sign their contracts at
the same time. During this period Elliot was paid an
apprenticeship wage. However after approximately
five months, the employer informed Elliot that
there were no apprenticeship positions available.
The employer then paid Elliot a sum, purportedly
based on the difference between adult wages and
apprenticeship wages, but calculated at an incorrect
rate. Elliot came to the YWLS seeking help to recover
the amount still owing. The YWLS lodged a monetary
claim summons to the Industrial Relations Court of
SA and the matter was settled at conciliation.
Michelle* was a part time employee at a clothing
store for two and a half years. She came to the
YWLS because she had a feeling she had been
underpaid. Michelle was never paid penalty rates
or overtime. The YWLS used Michelle’s time-books
and payslips and calculated that she was owed over
$6,000 in unpaid wages, and a sizable amount in
unpaid superannuation. With the help of the YWLS
the matter was resolved at conciliation.
Jane* had been employed by a retail clothing
store for approximately two and a half years. Her
position was part time and she worked 20 to 30
hours per week. After returning from annual leave, of
approximately five weeks, her employer informed her
that she had taken too much time off and as a result
they had employed someone else and could now
only offer her 13 hours of work. Simultaneously, Jane
discovered that she was not being paid correctly. A
fellow employee informed Jane that they had lodged
a complaint with the Workplace Ombudsman and
had received back pay. Jane confronted her employer
about her rate of pay was told she would not be
receiving any increase in her rate of pay because
the business could not afford it and everyone would
lose their jobs. Jane had not received any employer
contribution payments to her superannuation
fund for months and had concerns about tax
not being paid. The YWLS helped Jane lodge an
underpayment of wages claim and the matter was
settled at conciliation.
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Contract of Training Disputes
On 1 September 2008 the Training and Skills
Development Act 2008 (SA) (TSDA) came into force
and introduced changes to the way disputes and
grievances are handled in the training sector. Perhaps
most significantly, the TSDA vests the Industrial
Relations Commission of SA (IRC) with the power to
conciliate and determine disputes between employers
and apprentices/trainees. Applications made to the
Commission are conciliated, either in Chambers
or on a worksite, within seven days. Applicants
and respondents are precluded from having a legal
representative at a conciliation conference. There is
an exception for applicants who can demonstrate
disadvantage. This preclusion was initially a great
cause for concern; we feared that our inability to
represent some of the youngest and most
vulnerable workers in our community would lead
to unjust outcomes.

Many apprentices
and trainees we
assisted were of
school age and had
little or no experience
with the court
process.
Moreover, many feel intimidated or threatened by their
employers. This was particularly the case for those
who had experienced bullying or intimidation in the
workplace. We were concerned that experienced
employers or HR Managers would exploit and benefit
from this power imbalance.

Whilst our experience of this new dispute process
is still limited, in general our clients have received
favorable outcomes that would not have been
possible without the assistance of the Commission.
The YWLS has assisted applicants prepare for
conciliation conferences and hearings. We have also
attended proceedings with our clients, as a support
person, rather than advocate. We have found that for
applicants who are confident and articulate enough to
present submissions, the dispute process has been
an empowering and confidence-building experience.
However, for others, it has been frightening and
unfamiliar one. This reinforces our view that for
some clients the assistance of an advocate is
desirable. That said, we have found that our role
as support person has been important in ensuring
that applicants truly understand the process and
can confidently put their version of events forward.
It should also be noted that we have found that,
compared to past processes, the TSDA facilitates
more timely resolutions to disputes.
As the case studies demonstrate, the types of issues
faced by apprentices are many and varied. Bullying
tends to be a common issue faced by apprentices
and trainees: apprentices and trainees recounted
stories of being assaulted at work, being forced to do
demeaning tasks and duties, and being mocked by
their boss and co-workers.

Another common
issue reported by
apprentices and
trainees was the
preemptive and
unlawful cancellation
of a training contract.

Employers who endeavored to cancel a contract of
training without mutual consent often claimed to be
unaware of the laws governing terminating a contract
of training. A number of trainees and apprentices
reported being coerced into signing a mutual
cancellation or suspension form. In all of these cases,
the YWLS was able to assist apprentices/trainees
to challenge their employers’ actions and decisions
through the IRC.
There are new provisions in the TSDA for the
registration of employers. The Department of
Employment, Further Education, Science and
Technology (DFEEST) has also put much effort into
educating employers about their responsibilities in
recent times. As part of the process of signing up an
apprentice or trainee, an employer agrees to a range
of matters, including:
• To employ and train the apprentice/trainee
as agreed in a Training Plan and ensure the
apprentice/trainee understands the choices that
he/she has regarding the training.
• To provide the appropriate facilities and
experienced people to facilitate the training and
supervise the apprentice/trainee while at work, in
accordance with the Training Plan.
• To make sure the apprentice/trainee receives
on-the-job training and assessment in accordance
with our Training Plan.
• To provide work that is relevant and appropriate
to the vocation and also to the achievement of the
qualification referred to in this Contract.
• To release the apprentice/trainee from work and
pay the appropriate wages to attend any training
and assessment specified in our Training Plan.
• To meet all legal requirements regarding the
apprentice/trainee, including but not limited to,
occupational health and safety requirements
and payment of wages and conditions under the
relevant employment arrangements.
On the basis of the information provided by our
clients it is our view that this is still an area that
requires attention, and where it is clear that an
employer is not meeting their obligations (apart from
where it is clear there has been an unintentional
breach) they should have their registration revoked.

* all names in case studies have been changed
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Case Studies
Omar,* a 4th year carpentry apprentice, was about
two months from completing his training. Over the
last six months of Omar’s employment, he was not
once paid on time; on many occasions he had to
wait weeks to be paid. Ultimately, Omar felt he could
not work with such conditions anymore; he was
often borrowing money from family and friends and
felt increasingly insecure. Omar therefore decided
to request a cancellation of the contract of training.
His employer agreed. When Omar came to see the
YWLS he had not been paid for three months. The
YWLS wrote a letter of demand for outstanding
wages. Omar initiated a dispute pursuant to the
TSDA, which resulted in Omar being back-paid and
receiving his qualification.
Tom,* in his 3rd year of a glazier apprenticeship,
was regularly bullied by his employer. He was
often subjected to verbal abuse, name calling, and
threatening behaviour such as throwing objects
against walls. He was not the only one who was
mistreated at work; the employer’s behaviour had
caused another apprentice to suffer an emotional
breakdown at the workplace. Tom decided to look for
an alternative employer. When he found one he asked
his boss to sign a transfer form for his apprenticeship.
The employer refused. Tom lodged an official
dispute pursuant to the TSDA, which resulted in an
agreement to transfer the apprenticeship.
Gordon,* 18 years old, was engaged by a
manufacturing company as a trainee stores worker.
He was at the end of his first year of the traineeship,
when he was suspended, without pay, pending an
investigation into theft. Gordon advised his boss that
he knew nothing about the alleged theft. His boss
said he “didn’t care” and that Gordon was “not to
come to work until it was sorted out.” Two weeks
later, the boss told Gordon that he was going to
terminate his contract of training. The boss refused
to have a meeting with a consultant from Traineeship
and Apprenticeship Management (TAM). The next
day Gordon received a letter stating that he was
immediately dismissed because of “unsatisfactory
work performance.” Gordon wanted to continue with
his traineeship, but can not find another employer
that is willing to take him on.
Toby,* a young worker in rural South Australia,
contacted the YWLS for advice about a training
contract he had entered into. His training provider
had asked a group of trainees to sign forms to
terminate their traineeship, and threatened legal
action if they did not. We advised Toby that a
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traineeship can only be terminated by mutual
consent, and put him in contact with an organiser
from the Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union
who was able to provide some further advice. Along
with some other trainees, Toby refused to sign the
forms and has continued with his traineeship.

Discrimination and Equal Opportunities
Young workers are often vulnerable to acts of
discrimination at work. During the 08/09 period,
disability discrimination was a common issue faced
by callers and a number of callers reported being
treated less favourably as a result of a temporary or
permanent impairment, or as a result of temporary
absence due to illness. Some were dismissed,
some had their hours cut, and some were publicly
ostracised. Pregnancy discrimination was another
common issue faced by young females; a number
of our clients were mistreated as a result of
being pregnant or as a result of a characteristics
appertaining to pregnancy, such as breast-feeding or
morning sickness.
Clients who were dismissed based on a
discriminatory ground had the option of pursuing an
unlawful termination claim. Unlawful termination was
the preferred cause of action by those who were
seeking a speedy resolution or seeking a remedy like
reinstatement.
One of the main challenges we have faced in
making out discrimination is demonstrating the
causal link between the mistreatment and the
proscribed ground.

Many employers
are aware of
discrimination laws
and are therefore
careful to conceal
the real reasons for
mistreatment.

Employers’ actions are therefore often subtle or
“explained” through other reasons. In the absence of
overt acts of discrimination, the YWLS must endeavor
to infer that the adverse treatment is connected to a
discriminatory ground. This can be difficult, given that
employers often exaggerate their workers’ mistakes
and past performance issues, claiming they are the
real reason for any adverse treatment.
Another ongoing difficulty we face relates to the lack
of discrimination law precedents available. Most
complaints of discrimination resolve before they get
to trial, as parties generally settle – privately – for a
negotiated amount of money. In general, negotiated
sums are significantly less than court awarded
compensation. This makes it difficult for us to provide
our clients with meaningful advice on the types of
results that complainants in similar circumstances
have received. While an anonymous register of
conciliated outcomes does provide us with some
guidance, we are mindful of the need to make it
clear to clients that private agreements do not set
legal precedents.
The first step in a discrimination complaint is
conciliation. This provides complainants with the
opportunity to express themselves in a safe and
informal setting. We have found that conciliating
parties are generally less adversarial and more
focused on ways to move forward. This process has
proved to be healing and beneficial for many of our
clients. We encourage all of our clients to speak at
these conferences and some prepare a statement
outlining the impact the discrimination has had in their
lives. Putting a face to the complaint and focusing
more on the emotional impact than the wrongdoing
is often conducive to facilitating a resolution and
developing empathy between the parties.

Case Studies
Mark* had worked at a recycling depot for two
weeks, as part of a one month trial. After two weeks,
he was asked to fill out an application from, which
asked for details as to any medication he was taking.
Mark suffered from depression and was taking a
form of Prozac. He listed this on his application form.
At the end of the day when Mark filled out the form,
his supervisor asked Mark to not return to work until
his boss came back from leave and spoke with him.
After three days off, Mark received a phone call and
was told that his employer “doesn’t want you working
here if you are on Prozac.” Mark obtained a medical
opinion indicating that he was capable of performing
the inherent requirements of his job and explaining
that Prozac did not present a danger to his use of
equipment at work. The YWLS assisted Mark in
making a complaint to the Australian Human Rights
and Equal Opportunities Commission, on the basis of
disability discrimination.
Claire,* a permanent part-time lab technician,
worked approximately 22 and a half hours a week.
She broke her foot in a non-work related injury. She
had to use crutches for three months before she
could walk unassisted. Her manager advised that
while she was using the crutches, she would not
able to work in the lab. They advised that there is no
other work available for her to do. Claire believed that
there were other duties that she could do in a seated
position. She also believed that there was another
employee who also had an injured foot and had been
given seated duties.

We also encourage our clients to suggest that
respondents make systemic and ongoing changes
to the workplace, as part of a settlement agreement.
Our clients often suggest the adoption of an
ongoing training and education program, either
through the SA Equal Opportunities Commission
or another provider. It brings many of our clients
great satisfaction to know they have helped shift
workplace culture and that managers and workers
will be educated about what behavior is and is
not appropriate in the workplace. Other measures
suggested by our clients include the adoption of
anti-discrimination and harassment policies, the
introduction of grievance and dispute procedures,
and providing employees with ongoing information
about equal opportunities laws.
* all names in case studies have been changed
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Monica* worked as an environmental landscaper.
Her team-leader often made inappropriate comments
and unwelcomed advances of a sexual nature.
Monica made it clear that she did not feel comfortable
with his behaviour. He responded by behaving in a
threatening and aggressive manner. Monica then
made a complaint to the Harassment Officer and then
the Managing Director, who said: “he (the harasser)
has been in the army and has problems. You should
stop overreacting”. The complaint was dismissed by
the company without any further investigation.
A few months later Monica suffered a workplace
injury. Monica was incapacitated for three months.
When she was deemed to be fit to return to work,
she was placed back in the office on light duties.
As soon as she got back, the Office Manager made
it clear that the company was unhappy about
the Workcover claim and the sexual harassment
complaint. The Offfice Manager started treating
Monica differently, often ostracising her in public, by
saying that she was “weak” and “silly”. Workcover
decided that the Monica was no longer safe in her
workplace and, as such, sought to place her in an
alternative place of work.
Billy,* 29, was employed on a part-time causal basis
for four days a week at a government department
office. After a year of work, he was diagnosed with
an illness which meant that he could only work two
days a week in a less stressful role. Billy’s hours
were subsequently reduced upon his doctor’s
recommendations and he was shifted to a less
stressful role. His illness had since improved and he
wished to return to his original hours. His employer
refused to increase his hours, saying it was no longer
a feasible option for the department. After speaking
to the YWLS and understanding his options, Billy
felt confident enough to try and resolve this issue
with his employer.
Kerry* was working full time in an administration
and sales support role. She became pregnant after
six months of work, and informed her boss of this
soon after. Shortly after this Kerry became sick as a
result of her pregnancy, and needed to take a week
off work. Her absence was supported by a medical
certificate. Despite this her boss gave her a written
warning for ‘unacceptable absences’ when she
returned to work. Kerry later took another week of
sick leave, again supported by medical certificates.
When she returned to work her boss told her she
must either resign of be fired. Kerry refused to resign,
so her boss terminated her employment.
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Sexual Harassment

Sexual harassment
is largely a gender
specific issue; young
women are more
likely to experience
such behaviour in
the workplace.
Amongst the sexual harassment complaints dealt
with during the 08/09 year, a large proportion related
to the inappropriate conduct of a boss or superior.
This made it very difficult for the aggrieved worker to
seek help within the business or organisation, and in
some instances it left the worker with no choice but
to resign or abandon their employment.
The YWLS dealt with a number of complaints about
the way management dealt with complaints of sexual
harassment. Some businesses (particularly those
small in size) did not have any policies or procedures
in place. Even those with procedures in place
sometimes dismissed complaints without adequately
investigating or considering the matter. By not taking
sexual harassment seriously, these employers put
complainants in danger and expected them to
continue to work in unsafe work environments.

Case Studies
Melinda,* who was 25, worked on a full time
basis for two years as a photographer in a male
dominated industry. She resigned from the role due
to ongoing sexual harassment from her fellow work
colleagues. One of her colleagues commented that
he was going to ask others to sign a petition to get
Melinda to reveal more parts of her body at work.
She reported the incidents to management but felt
that the issues where not adequately dealt with. The
YWLS provided Melinda with advice about lodging
an equal opportunity claim with the South Australian
Equal Opportunity Commission or the Federal Human
Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission. We also
explained the option of lodging a bullying complaint
with SafeWork SA.
Natasha,* who was an 18 year old high school
student, resigned from her work in a café after only
a few months because she felt unsafe. At work,
her male employer would tell the female workers to
make and bring him coffee. On one occasion, after
complaining the coffee made by one of Natasha’s
coworkers was too hot, he threw the mug of coffee
past the coworker’s head so that it smashed against
a wall. On a separate occasion, after complaining
that dishes had not been washed properly by
Natasha, her employer threw the tray of dishes past
Natasha so that they smashed against a wall close
to her. After closing, when nobody else was around,
Natasha’s manager would sometimes say “hubbahubba” and stare at Natasha when she was bending
over or reaching up into cupboards. The staff at
the café were not given payslips, were paid $10
per hour cash in hand, and were told not to record
hours worked in excess of those rostered. The YWLS
assisted Natasha in making a bullying and OHS&W
complaint to SafeWork SA. The YWLS also
obtained payslips and calculated an underpayment
of wages, which was subsequently paid in full by
Natasha’s employer.

* all names in case studies have been changed
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CLIENT TESTIMONIAL Underpayment of Wages
I was working in the information
technology industry for a small company
providing IT services to schools. I worked
for my employer for approximately five
months. After about three and a half
months of employment my employer
began to stop paying me for the work I
had performed. I resigned from my job
when it got to the stage where I was owed
sevens weeks worth of wages. I had
contacted my employer requesting my
wages but I was always told there was a
problem with payroll. I kept being ignored
and the wages were never paid. I quit
my job and two weeks later I still had not
been paid for the seven weeks. I knew
that I needed someone to help me get
my money back so I contacted the Young
Workers Legal Service.
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The Young Workers Legal Service was responsible for
recovering my unpaid wages. They also helped me
detect that I had not been paid any superannuation.
They worked professionally to produce and send
letters of demand to my ex-employer and organise
a conciliation conference to resolve the dispute.
The YWLS negotiated with my ex-employer and
my wages were paid before the conference was to
take place! The YWLS helped me recover $4736.00
which was all the money that was owed to me. The
volunteers did a fantastic job keeping communication
channels open and ensuring that I was happy with
the end result. I really appreciated that they provide a
free service, particularly when I wasn’t receiving any
wages and had no money.
The experience has made me more aware of my
rights and entitlements at work. Because of my
positive experience with the Young Workers Legal
Service I joined my trade union. I now feel protected
at work and if I experience concerns with my safety,
wages or conditions in my new job I know I have
support. I would encourage others to seek assistance
from the YWLS if they are having difficulties with
their employment.
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